Newsletter April 2020
Dear Customers,
Dear Friends of WACHTEL,
The last few weeks of the Corona crisis have made it clear to all of
us that freedom is not something to be taken for granted. This crisis
is a true character test for people, companies and systems. Many
silent heroes are working in our bakery sector. Some of our bakery
customers are focusing on traditional bread and are finding creative
solutions such as bread chutes, online shops and home delivery
services. Regional and home-grown products have become popular
once again and lead to higher till receipts with lower frequency.
However, unfortunately for some bakers, even for high-margin café,
snack and delivery businesses, revenues have fallen away. To
compensate for these losses is a big challenge.
The necessary crisis management is leading to overtime. However, due to the restricted mobility in
nearly all areas of our society, the slow-down is obvious. The slightly out of fashion family “evening
meal” is now enjoying a resurgence. The gradual resumption of public life is still quite a way
ahead and until then, nature can breathe freely with virtually no air traffic, fewer cars and the huge
worldwide reduction in industrial emissions. In their place, video conferencing and the internet are
experiencing a boom.
Also at WACHTEL “digitised work” with video conferencing has become a firm fixture in our changed
daily work routine. Back in February we took Corona crisis measures for all the divisions of our family
business. The health of our employees and customers is our top priority. Fortunately we have not
yet had any positive tests for Corona infections in our company and for many employees we have
offered bespoke solutions including working from home. Our two German plants are working in
strictly separated two-shift operations and to that extent our production is continuing with only small
restrictions. All German bakery customers will receive their ovens and cooling cells on the agreed
delivery dates. Our customer service department is also extremely busy. As we have a very local
supplier structure with many German components along with very high inventory levels, we are not
expecting any delivery bottlenecks. Only in our international business are there delays due to border
closures and exchange rate fluctuations.
These turbulent times have mobilised our energies. In both German plants we are pushing ahead
with our planned investments of over several million Euro in the latest laser machines and bending
benches. Our customers are also continuing to invest in energy-efficient CO2 cooling systems and
high-tech ATLAS rack ovens. Through state support they are even reducing their costs in the process.
You can read about a few examples below.
We are still here for you, and in these difficult times, we wish you a Happy Easter and stay healthy!

Yours
Oliver Frey
CEO and owner of WACHTEL GmbH

Hightech rack oven ATLAS in the leading German trade magazine:
Together with BÄKO Magazine we went to
Corona-battered Erkelenz in the district of
Heinsberg. The Gillrath Family benefited from
the virus in the first few days due to the panic
buying. “Fortunately with our new ATLAS rack
oven which completes the range of INFRA
deck ovens and the existing WACHTEL cold
cells we were able to produce 70 bread types,
over 100 cream cakes and tarts and 30 bread
roll varieties over a baking surface of only 22
square metres. This requires a great deal of
organisational talent.”
Read the full article about Germany’s 16th oldest bakery here: https://www.wachtel.de/en/
company/news/news-detail/baeko-magazina-successful-market-introduction-of-the-newhightech-rack-oven-atlas-1.html

Bastian´s in Kitzbühel
New hot spot in Kitzbühel: Bastian’s
Bar & Bakery
New equipment for the “passionate bakers” in Austria
At the end of 2019, Heiner Kamps, together with his wife Ella, opened the Bar
& Bakery at the centre of the pedestrian
zone in Kitzbühel. They call themselves
“passionate bakers”. And that is more
than just a slogan. How does WACHTEL support the concept? Find out more:
https://www.wachtel.de/en/company/
news/news-detail/latest-hot-spot-in-kitzbuehel-bastians-bar-bakery.html

CO2 cooling systems for organic bakery
Environmentally-conscious baker from Bavaria invests in the future
Due to the EU F-Gas Regulation on the reduction of greenhouse gases, some common refrigerants
have been completely withdrawn from sale.
In order to counteract this now, and well before 2030, we have commissioned the first CO2 cooling
system together with Postler, the progressive and energy-conscious organic baker from Southern
Germany.
What is unique about this solution is that the system emits no greenhouse gases so is a futureoriented alternative to the traditional cooling systems on offer for bakeries. Furthermore the Federal
State, depending on the plant location and the size of construction, is supporting such modern and
environmentally-friendly plants with considerable financial resources.
We are delighted for the Postler organic bakery who has proven that (organic) quality and environmental
awareness are a very good fit for each other. Read more here: https://www.wachtel.de/en/company/
news/news-detail/co2-cooling-systems-for-postler-organic-bakery.html

